were more reliable, and it must be admitted that there were powerful arguments to support this view. The measurements in a wind tunnel at the N.P.L. were made under laboratory conditions, with precise and accurate instruments, and were more reproducible than the observations carried out in an aeroplane in flight. But there remained the puzzling fact that not only did the flight measurements at the R.A.E. differ from the wind tunnel measurements at the N.P.L., but the wind tunnel measurements at different experimental establishments seemed to differ among themselves! To clarify this situation Dr R. V. (later Sir Richard) Southwell sent on behalf of the A.R.C., an 'International' aerofoil to a number of foreign laboratories. The measurements obtained differed among themselves. It was then that Dr G. I. (later Sir Geoffrey) Taylor suggested that these differences were due to the different levels of turbulence in the tunnels and in the atmosphere.
This suggestion, later confirmed, has been of decisive importance in the design of wind tunnels and the use of models. The controversy had given rise to the A.C.A. 'Scale Effect Sub-Committee' of 1917 and its successor the Aerodynamics Sub-Committee of the A.R.C. Bairstow's championship of model work versus full scale work undoubtedly contributed, albeit indirectly, to the discovery of the importance of turbulence, a result which he came to accept himself.
The controversy over the boundary layer theory seems to have arisen from the general ignorance at the N.P.L. of Prandtl's theory, first advanced in 1904. For many years Bairstow remained unconvinced by Prandtl's theory and the earlier Lanchester-Prandtl vortex theory, and once again it is possible to sympathize with Bairstow. Prandtl maintained that the effect of the viscosity of the air on the flow around an aeroplane or a model in a wind tunnel was confined to a thin 'boundary layer,' and that in this layer the effects of viscosity were adequately represented by a certain simplified form of the full Navier-Stokes equation for a viscous fluid. Bairstow on the other hand seems to have held that the only right course was to attempt to solve the full Navier-Stokes equations for the whole mass of fluid, and to this end he made some valiant efforts described in the papers reported below (1922, 1923) . Moreover, the concept of a 'boundary layer' did possess its own difficulties, and it was not until M. J. Lighthill and others had developed the theory of differential equations with singular perturbations that the theory of the boundary layer became thoroughly understood. Even now we still lack a complete solution of the most elementary problems in this field, namely, the effect on a uniform stream of a semi-infinite plate placed parallel to the stream.
There was therefore some justification for Bairstow's hesitations about the Prandtl theory, but he was eventually persuaded and it is interesting to note that it was Bairstow himself who invented the most rapid and accurate method of solving the famous Blasius equation which is central to the semi-infinite plate problem just mentioned (Bairstow 1925 and 1936) .
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The problem is to solve the equation
subject to the conditions,
Here v is the kinematic viscosity, / ( t ?) a quasi-stream function and rj = yjy/x, x and yb eing co-ordinates along and perpendicular to the plat Near 77 = 0 there is a power series solution (with a finite radius of con vergence) This is essentially the same method as that developed independently by H. Weyl* as a rigorous bracketing process. D. Meksynf who was a research worker in Bairstow's department has made numerous and important applications of this method to problems of laminar boundary layer flow.
If Bairstow was slow to accept Prandtl's theory, he made ample amends by anticipating the exact theory of a world-famous mathematician (Weyl) and by providing Meksyn with a most powerful technique for the rapid approxi mate solution of boundary layer problems.
Bairstow did not also accept for some years the corrections to wind tunnel results due to the walls, introduced by Prandtl on the Lanchester-Prandtl vortex theory, although the R.A.E., following the papers by Glauert, did so. The N.P.L. and the A.R.C. itself were slow to follow this lead. (There was a near vote on the Aerodynamics Sub-Committee against its adoption, which vote was ultimately forgotten.)
Researches
Bairstow's main contributions to science were undoubtedly in the field of the stability of aircraft, but he also made important contributions to the numerical solution of the equations of motion of perfect and viscous fluids, and in his early days at the N.P.L. he also investigated some engineering problems of explosions and of the strength of materials. We describe these in the reverse order.
Explosives
In his first paper (1905), written in collaboration with A. D. Alexander, Bairstow investigated the inflammability of mixtures of coal gas and air, at the suggestion of Professor Perry. This work was carried out in the Royal College of Science, South Kensington, during the years 1902-1904. The main conclusion was that the gas mixtures were not inflammable until the volume of coal gas was greater than one-seventeenth of the combined volume of the mixture.
Under the same heading of 'explosives' we may conveniently take the researches conducted by Bairstow in collaboration with R. H. Fowler and D. R. Hartree (1920) on the experimental investigation of the dynamic pressure at various points on the head of a shell moving at negligibly small angles of yaw. The facilities available in 1920 for instrumentation in general and for pressure measurement in particular were very poor by modern standards, but Bairstow devised an ingenious method of using a service time fuse as a manometer to give rough qualitative values of the external pressure during the flight of a shell.
Fatigue
Shortly after his appointment to the Engineering Department of the N.P.L. Bairstow worked under Stanton on some problems of fatigue. They found (1906) that after a million reversals of stress at a low mean stress, the elastic limits in tension and in compression were slightly within the range of the stresses applied to the reversals. This observation provides some confirmation of Bauschinger's hypothesis.* Further evidence was provided by Bairstow's later work (1909) . In this investigation it was found that, after a suitable number of repetitions, the material (Swedish iron and Bessemer steel) adjusted itself to the cyclical variation of stress in such a way that the specimen became perfectly elastic throughout the cycle.
Numerical analysis
Bairstow's mathematical researches deal with the two dimensional steady flow of a viscous incompressible fluid at low Reynolds numbers, and they exhibit a number of interesting features which have not been generally recognized. In the solution of the corresponding problems in three dimensions given by Fredholm in 1900, the potential is represented either as the field of a doublet distribution on C (Dirichlet problem) or as the field of a singlet distribution on C (Neumann problem). In either case it is known that the source function where R is the distance between the points p and , and the differentiation is along the normal na t qi n the Dirichlet problem, or in the Neumann problem. The constant A is equal to +1 in the (interior) Dirichlet problem, and equal to -A in the (interior) Neumann problem.
Laplace's equation
Fredholm proved that the Dirichlet problem always has a unique solution and that the Neumann problem has a unique solution if the integral \f{p)dCpis zero.
In the corresponding problems in two dimensions the elementary potential function -4-is replaced by --log R.
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Bairstow does not refer to these classical investigations, and it appears that his investigations were entirely independent. The innovation which he introduced stems directly from the two dimensional character of the prob lems which he considered. He regarded the unknown function p not as a potential function but as a stream function determined by a distribution of singlets or doublets on C.
This leads, as before, to an integral equation for the function a(p) which determines the distribution of singlets or doublets, but the nucleus now becomes
where 6 is the angle which the ray pq makes with some fixed direction. In Bairstow's work the Fredholm integral equation is solved by an iterative process and the theory is applied to various problems of fluid flow and to the torsion of an elliptic cylinder, a hollow circular cylinder or an airscrew blade section. Undeterred by the fact that the stream function is many valued and that his series solution of the integral equation is in general divergent, Bairstow correctly surmised that the boundary conditions in the Dirichlet problem must be chosen so that \f(p)dCp = 0.
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The biharmonic equation
In 1921 Bairstow devised a similar method for the solution of the bihar monic equation
which occurs in the study of the steady motion of a viscous fluid at low Reynolds numbers and in the theory of the flexure of thin flat plates. The corresponding integral equations are now much more complicated, and there is no mathematical theory available to check the validity of Bairstow's physical intuitions. However, the iterative method of solution devised by Bairstow seems quite satisfactory and was carried to a successful conclusion in the case of the slow motion of a viscous fluid through a parallel-walled channel past a circular cylinder.
OseerCs equations
The problem of the resistance of a circular cylinder moving slowly through a viscous fluid had been solved by Lamb using Oseen's equations. Bairstow took up the same problem (1922) but employed the integral representation of the stream function which he had found successful in his previous re searches, and dispensed with some of the approximations made by Lamb. The results entirely agree with those of Lamb, but unfortunately the com parison with experiment is not very satisfactory.
In the same paper Bairstow also discussed the resistance of a flat plate, of infinite span but of finite chord. This is a noteworthy attempt to solve a difficult problem, but the use of Oseen's equations instead of Prandtl's boundary layer theory must excite a number of criticisms.
Stability
In the aeronautical world Bairstow's name will always be associated primarily with his researches on the stability of aircraft. G. H. Bryan had laid the foundations of the theory in his classical work on Stability in published in 1911, which summarizes his researches during the previous eight years. Bryan's investigations were restricted to the study of small oscillations about steady level flight with no side-slip and they provided a complete mathematical theory. For practical purposes, however, the theory needed to be completed by the insertion of the proper numerical values of the aerodynamic forces and couples acting on the aircraft.
Bairstow and his fellow workers did much to spread the knowledge of Bryan's work by expressing the theory in a compact and general form. They also undertook the fundamental measurements of the aerodynamic forces for model aircraft in a wind tunnel. Their investigations were not limited to the longitudinal (or symmetric) oscillations and the lateral (or antisymmetric) oscillations studied by Bryan, but were also extended to the forces on an aircraft in rotary motion, as pitching, rolling or yawing, to the spiral dive.
Bairstow also illustrated the general principles of stability theory by making a number of small models which could simulate the actual behaviour of an aeroplane and provide qualitative confirmation of the predictions of the theory.
The general theory was greatly extended by the famous 'R and M ' 154, written in collaboration with J. L. Nayler and R. Jones, in which the effects of turning and side-slipping are assumed to be present in the steady motion. This paper gives the complete mathematical theory, leading to the general conditions for stability, which in general introduce algebraical equations of the eighth degree.
To obtain all the roots of such equations, Bairstow developed an iterative method which applies whether the roots are real or complex ('R and M ' 154, p. 239). This was a generalization of the well known method due to Newton and developed by Graeffe and Runge. The report provides numerous ex amples of stability calculations, using experimental values of aerodynamic forces.
In later papers Bairstow studied the stability of balloons and airships, and examined the effect on stability of springs in the control surfaces.
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Accident investigations
The considerable experience gained by Bairstow and his staff at the N.P.L. naturally led to his appointment to the two important Government com mittees which investigated the accidents to the airships R.38 and R.101.* Among the startling conclusions reached by the Accidents Investigation Sub-Committee in 1922 one calls for especial reference, viz. 'That during design (of R.38) no calculations were made of the stresses due to the aero dynamic forces to which the ship would be subjected.' Information about these forces certainly existed, and consultation with the Advisory Com mittee for Aeronautics would have revealed the dangerous loads fore shadowed by Bairstow's model experiments. In fact as Bairstow showed in Appendix VI, the aerodynamic bending moments in pitch and yaw indicated that the factor of safety 'was not above 2, and, under conditions which might easily have occurred, not above I'.
After the disaster to the R.38 the A.R.C. appointed an 'Airship Stressing Panel', over which Professor R. V. Southwell presided, and an 'Air worthiness of Airships Panel', under the chairmanship of Bairstow. The Report of this latter panel, published in 1924, recommended a number of 'factors of safety', which were taken as the basis for certifying the airworthi ness of the R. 101. Bairstow was intimately associated with the design and construction of this airship and the temporary 'Permit to Fly' was issued with his approval. But there was not sufficient time to spare for the complete re examination of aerodynamic calculations required by modifications to the original design. After the crash of the R.101 Bairstow made very full and elaborate calculations, establishing the theoretical airworthiness of the ship, and he also showed by further calculations that the accident was almost certainly due to a substantial loss of gas (which might well occur in very bumpy weather). This view was unanimously accepted by the Court of Enquiry. It is now common knowledge that the first (and last) flight of the R.101 would have been postponed for a proper programme of trials if 'reasons of public policy' had not determined the date of the projected flight to India. Bairstow's contributions to this inquiry were weighty and decisive.
The numerous contributions he made to the Yearly Technical Reports of the Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (always known and now referred to by their name as Reports and Memoranda) are eloquent testimony to the decisive and fundamental character of Bairstow's researches on stability.
Bairstow was indeed one of the great pioneers in aeronautics. By his experimental work on the measurement of aerodynamic forces and their derivatives, aided to a considerable extent by Busk's flying experiments at Farnborough, Bryan's theory of stability was put in a practical quantitative form. This was indeed the real centre of aeronautics and Bairstow's con tribution amply justifies Roxbee Cox's jocular suggestion that the roof of the large wind tunnel at Farnborough should be decorated with statues of all the great pioneers of aeronautics from Leonardo da Vinci to Leonardo da Bairstow.
In preparing this biographical memoir I have received great assistance from many of Bairstow's old friends and colleagues, especially Mr A. ;nq; ugjjn j[ pun M o;sjpq uggM;gq sAnp Apng gq; ui Asj9aoj;uoo ;ngj § u sum 9J9qx 'A;gioo § pAo'y gq; Aq pgqsqqnd sum ;ggfqns siq; no jgdnd ;un;jod -tui ;soui siq pun suigjqojd uopoui pmq o; uo ;u9M gq j g^y \q jy puv y ui punoj gq o; suooqnq gqq pun sdiqsjp 'sgunjdojgn jo A;qiqn;s pun ^sgjrvpruqs uo sum siq; jg;jn qjoM Apng sijj 'uo;un;g q;iM Ajuo Ajqissod ;nq gnSipj uo qjOM 9uios pgqsqqnd gjq •soiuinuApojgn qoo; gq pun ggxoqg gq; unq pgjgjjo uo;un;q 'sgiuinuApojgn pun gn §i;uj q;oq uo uo;un; § q;iM SuiqjOM jg ;jy xd]£vj\[ *7 iuoxjJ •p9qsqqn;sg Ajp; -uguiiigdxg uggq pnq ;i q ;un ;i ;dgggn ;ou pip gq ;n q jg;;nui gq; ui pg;sgjg;ui gjdogd ;soui Aq pg;dgggn sum u o i p p j siq x qiojojgn un ;snd Mop ppsiAui joj pgAiigp uopnjgj uoi;u{ngjp-;jq gq; jo M o p jp ioj AqpquA gq; uo S9i;u9M; Apng gq; ui Asj9aoj;uoo gq; sqnogi guo gjgq p u y 'uigq; p p q gq AqM m g p ;ou sum ;i Aqnuoisnggo ;n q sjg;;nui pun ugui uo sm9ia gquqop pnq M o;sjpq *uiug; gq; Aq pg;n §i;s9Aui gq o; suigjqojd Supnupsnj pun M9u jo qonj ou sum gjgq; ;nq; pgjgquiguigj gq pjnoqs ;i ;nq ;gg{Sgu siq; joj gjqisuodsgj Apjnd gjgM 'T d 'N gq; ;u sgnSngqoo siq sdnqjgy *p9SBCl uggq gguis snq sgiuinuApojgu jo ggugps gq; jo ;uguidopA 9p p ;u g iu u p u n j qgnui os qoiqM uo p p u n jy pun jg^gqouny jo qjoM oissnp Apng gq; Aq pggugngui gq o; jugddu ;ou pip gq; ;n ugqM 'A \o;sjpq ;nq; g£unj;s rnggs sdnqjgd Anui ;i ;ggdsoj;gj u j •S9Ai;nApgp A;qiqn;s jo ;u9tu9jnsu9ui gq; j o j pgpggu gsoq; ui Aqnpgdsg 'sn;njuddn pun sgnbiuqgg; p p g u ip g d x g jo uSisgp gq; ui ;sgjg;ui 9Ai;gn un qoo; gq ;n q 'A;qiqn;s y n jg jp jo Ajogq; gq; uo 
SMoiuapY potytfvjSotff
Aerodynamics Sub-Committee. Bairstow maintained that full-scale was inaccurate and model work was dead accurate. This position did not alter much until an 'international' aerofoil was sent to laboratories abroad by Southwell for the A.R.C., and a variety of results obtained. That led to the investigation of turbulence in wind tunnels. In another respect Bairstow was at fault. He disagreed about corrections for wind tunnel walls brought for ward by Glauert, who had studied Prandtl, and the Aerodynamics Com mittee actually voted against their inclusion under Bairstow's influence; but the position changed so rapidly that in a couple of years or so the swing was all the other way. Petavel was chairman of both the Scale Effect Committee and the Aerodynamics Committee for many years.
Apart from the above, Bairstow was an extraordinarily good engineer and scientist and so many of his papers were outstanding.
As head of a small section of the Engineering Department, as it was in his day at the N.P.L., he was a very genial and helpful person and sometimes jealous of his staff and of outsiders. He seemed to be very happily married to his first wife and fond of their two children. He enjoyed Kreigspiel chess and sometimes we played this with two boards and an umpire at his house. He was very poor at games, e.g. tennis and cricket, but his genial manner was appreciated by making him captain of the 2nd Eleven (youngsters) cricket team at the N.P.L. His great joy in his 70's was to have grandchildren staying with him and his second wife at his home near Winchester.
Bairstow often paid tribute to his excellent training under Professor Perry at the Royal College of Science and used to refer to such things as the Professor's watch, which was self-winding, like so many wrist watches of today, needing a 2-mile walk every day. I mention this because Bairstow was very interested in instruments and 'gadgets' and was himself a very good ex perimentalist in his early days. He was as clever in this respect as Relf later became, influenced in large measure by Bairstow under whom he worked. Bairstow was very fond of the country but his major interest was always in scientific matters, especially those with an engineering bias.
From E. F. Relf I first met Bairstow when a party of students from the Royal College of Science visited the National Physical Laboratory. I remember being par ticularly impressed by a demonstration, which Bairstow gave us, of the periodic flow in a water channel behind an inclined square plate. I thought how pleasant it must be to explore such problems in the congenial atmo sphere of the N.P.L., little dreaming that within the year I should be working there under Bairstow and should continue to do so until he left the Labora tory in 1917. At that time Dr T. E. Stanton (later Sir Thomas) was Super intendent of the Engineering Department and Bairstow, under him, was charged with the building up of an Aerodynamics Section to study the scientific basis underlying flight. Amongst the young men he gathered around him were several who were to make aerodynamics their life-work. There was B. M. Jones (later Sir Melvill) who became Professor at Cambridge for so many years, J. L. Nayler, who was for a very long time Secretary of the Aeronautical Research Committee (later, Council) and myself and A. Fage, both of whom became subsequently Superintendent of the Aerodynamics Division of the N.P.L. to mention only a few. We were a happy group of workers, with a great admiration of our leader, Bairstow, to whom we looked for guidance and always found it. Though thoroughly serious in our scien tific work, we were a lighthearted crowd, and got a lot of fun out of our work together.
Bairstow had virtually to start from scratch in exploring his subject, as there was little antecedent material available as a basis. There were the two books of F. W. Lanchester and some accounts of the researches of G. Eiffel in Paris, but the much more important and fundamental work of Prandtl and his pupils at Gottingen was unknown to us (probably because no one was fluent in German) and did not become generally available until translated by H. Glauert at a considerably later date. Bairstow was primarily an ex perimentalist, though with a good knowledge of applied mathematics, and he at once realized the enormous potentiality of the wind tunnel (or 'channel', as it was then called) as a means of exploring the behaviour of aeroplanes or their parts, in motion through the air. He was well aware of the law of dynamic similarity, as laid down by Lord Rayleigh, but believed that in spite of the small scale on which he could work in the wind tunnels of the time the results would be a good indication of the way things behaved. Incidentally he devised a very pretty experiment in which he measured, in both air and water, the speed at which the steady flow behind an inclined square plate broke down and became periodic. He found the speed to be about thirteen times as high in air as in water, as it should be if Lord Rayleigh's criterion was obeyed.
Bairstow applied the model method not only to aeroplanes and their components, but also to the design of wind tunnels. There was, in his earlier days, a four-foot return-flow tunnel, in which the flow was so unsteady and the velocity distribution so poor that it was hard to get any reliable measure ments of the forces on models. Bairstow set about to improve on this design, and made a model tunnel six inches square, housed in a model building. He modified it until he obtained a much better air-flow. This was the basis of the original four-foot 'N.P.L. type' wind tunnel. J. H. Hyde, one of the staff, designed what was probably the first really successful three-component wind tunnel balance (possibly apart from Prandtl's) and both the tunnel and balance designs were adopted by J. C. Hunsaker for the first wind tunnel to be built in the United States. It is thus fair to say that Bairstow was primarily responsible for the sound basis of wind tunnel development in both Britain and the States.
Bairstow and his colleagues made a great many experiments in this tunnel and laid the foundations of knowledge of the behaviour of aeroplane wings (aerofoils), bodies, struts, wires, and other component parts of the aircraft of that day. The airship was then almost, if not quite, as important as the heavier-than-air machine, and Bairstow had earlier attempted to determine its aerodynamic qualities by tests on models a few inches long in a water channel. Amongst other investigations which he initiated, or himself carried out, may be mentioned the analysis of aircraft performance, based on tests made in flight at the Central Flying School, probably one of the first attempts in history to compare actual flight performance with estimates from wind tunnel data. Another side-line was the development of magnetos which would not accidently ignite an explosive mixture of petrol and air in which they were immersed. He also studied the problem of a tail oscillation which had occurred on an aeroplane, and thus took the first step towards the enormously important fields of flutter and aero-elasticity.
It seems, however, fair to say that Bairstow's greatest contribution to aeronautics was his study of the stability of aeroplanes in flight. The mathe matical basis had been partly laid down by F. W. Lanchester, and more fully by Professor G. H. Bryan. Bairstow started from Bryan's work and put the mathematics into a more convenient form. He then proceeded to apply the theory by measuring the aerodynamic derivatives involved in the wind tunnel, and calculating the nature of the aeroplane motions resulting from small disturbances from equilibrium. He next made small gliding models from mica sheets and thin aluminium foil, and by using the indications of the theory he was able to demonstrate the various kinds of instability which an aeroplane could possess. He used these models most effectively in lectures on stability which he gave at this time. He also developed the mathematical theory of the stability of airships and kite balloons, and in these investigations he included the derivatives dependent on acceleration, which were important with a body displacing its own weight of air, but negligible for the much 'denser' aeroplane. All the above studies dealt separately with the longi tudinal and lateral motions, the two being virtually uncoupled for motion in the plane of symmetry. Bairstow then tackled the general case of aeroplane stability, in which coupling of the longitudinal and lateral motions was in cluded and which led to an equation of the eighth order for the determination of the stability roots. In most of this stability work he was assisted by J. L. Nayler, who was a Cambridge mathematician, and I well remember the trouble they had in reducing the complex determinants involved to a sym metrical form. They used to take home a sheet of determinants, reduce them, and compare results the next morning. At last they achieved the desired end, and produced a symmetrical set for each of the coefficients of the octic equation, which plainly reduced to the simpler longitudinal and lateral sets when the appropriate derivatives were equated to zero. In dealing with the general case Bairstow studied the problem of the numerical solution of eighth-order equations and evolved a convenient method and in particular a very simple way to get closer approximations to a quadratic factor when a rough value was available for a start.
Lastly, in these stability investigations Bairstow studied, by step-by-step analysis of the motion, the effect of various disturbances, including even the case of an aeroplane flying through a natural air gust. This was quite an achievement when one realizes that all the mechanical aid he had was a very primitive desk calculating-machine. Although stability theory was sub sequently put into a convenient non-dimensional form by Gates and Bryant, and still later became more complex with the advent of automatic pilots and 'synthetic' stability, it is fair to say that all the fundamental requisites for stability study are to be found in the writings of Leonard Bairstow.
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